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ABSTRACT

CLV type optical disks is a very large and important class of optical disk technology, of
which CD-ROM disks form a subclass.
In this paper we present a model of retrieval from CLV optical disks. We then provide
exact and approximate results analyzing the retrieval performance from them. Our analysis takes
into account disks with and without a mirror in the read mechanism, small objects completely
placed within block boundaries, placement that allows block boundary crossing, as well as very
large objects (such as documents) placed within files.
In the second part of the paper we describe some fundamental implications of physical data
base design for data bases stored on CLV optical disks. We show that very significant perfor
mance gains may be realized by appropriate design.
1. Introduction
The immense storage capacities, economical costs and good retrieval performance presently offered by various
forms of optical disk technology are making it an attractive choice as a storage medium for large data base applica
tions. They are also making possible new and more demanding applications such as multimedia databases which
require large amounts of high performance storage. Further advances in the technology expected in the near future
such as even greater storage capacity, still lower costs and faster access times, and the possibility of erasable optical
disks, promise to ensure that it will continue to grow as a prominent storage technology for some time to come (l, 2,
4, 7).
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Optical disk technology takes two basic forms, that of Constant Angular Velocity (CAV) disks, which rotate at
a fixed rate but have a variable storage density and that of Constant Linear Velocity (CLV) disks, which rotate at a
variable rate but have a fixed storage density. The two forms embody the trade-offs of speed and storage; CAV type
disks have faster access times while in general CLV type disks have greater storage capacity.
Currently, CLV technology is being used extensively in all CD-ROM’s (read only disks) to publish and distri
bute large volumes of data and information. It is also used in some WORM (Write Once Read Many times) [8]
designs. WORM disks are used in data base or multimedia archival applications.
Since the retrieval performance of an application’s storage system plays a very important role in the success of
the application, it is critical to understand and produce analytic estimates of the performance of optical disks. Such
knowledge will be useful in the development of data structures, query optimizers and other techniques and tools
important to the enhancement of the retrieval performance of systems employing optical disk technology.
For optical disks, the seek time is generally much larger than the rotational latency. Though some WORM
disks are faster, delays of up to one second or more are possible with the current CD-ROM technology and so the
seek time is usually the most important factor in the time required to answer a query. The issue is complicated
slightly however by some optical disk drives which are capable of reading from more than one track without perform
ing a seek. The access mechanism on some drives is equipped with an adjustable mirror that allows slight deflections
of the beam of laser light used to read the data. This enables it to be aimed at any one of a small set of tracks
immediately beneath the head. This set of tracks is called a span and the number of tracks in the set is called the
span size. This capability can be likened to cylinders on magnetic disk packs except that for optical disks the sets of
tracks in spans can be overlapping. This span access capability is provided by manufactures of both CAV and CLV
disk drives (although currently, it is more frequently encountered with CAV drives).
We examine three cases of retrieval from CLV disks and determine the required number of seeks in each. The
first two, for non-crossing objects and crossing objects, involve the retrieval of objects close in size to a disk sector.
A non-crossing object is completely contained within a sector and hence can be retrieved with one sector access,
such placement of objects may frequently be employed when storing records. A crossing object may overlap sector
boundaries and so could possibly require more than one sector to be accessed for its retrieval. The third case we
examine is for large objects, of which bitmaps and digitized sound are prime examples. The size of such large objects
can be of the order of 300 to 500K or more, and can exceed the capacity of several tracks on the disk and require
more than one seek to be retrieved.
Because there is a one-to-one relationship between the minimum number of seeks required to retrieve a set of
objects from a file and the minimum number of non-overlapping spans (sets of tracks) required to “cover” those
objects1, it is sufficient to restrict our analysis to determining that number of spans. Note that a span size of one
track corresponds to the conventional case of no deflecting mirror (although the characteristics of CLV disks make
the analysis different than CAV disks).
2. A Model and a Schedule
An optical disk is a device composed of T ordered tracks, an access mechanism and a viewing mechanism. A
track is represented by its sequence number i within the tracks of the device, ¿= 1,2, . . . ,T (to avoid discussion
about boundary conditions we assume that track numbers are extended above T and below l). Each track is com
posed of a number of sectors (or blocks). The access mechanism can be positioned at any track. When the access
mechanism is positioned at a certain track i, the device can read data which completely exist within Q consecutive
tracks (track i is one of them). In order to do that, the viewing mechanism focuses to a particular track with quali
fying data (within the Q tracks). We call the Q consecutive tracks a span and this capability of optical disks span
access capability. An anchor point a of a span, is the smallest track number within a span. The largest track
number within this span is a + Q — 1. The anchor point of a span completely defines the tracks of the span.
A number N of objects (or records) may qualify in a query. In the case of optical disks the number of times
that the access mechanism has to be moved for accessing the data which qualifies in a query is called the span selec
tivity of the query. Therefore, a first approximation of the cost of evaluating a query is given by the span selectivity
of the query.
A spiral scheme is generally used on CLV optical disks for the storage of data rather than the concentric rings
found on CAV disks. The spiral consists of one long physical track of data recordings that begins on the inner part
of the disk and continues until close to the outer edge of the disk where it terminates.
A track for our purposes starts from the intersection of the spiral with the radial lini' that starts at the centre
of the disk and passes through the very beginning of the physical spiral. The track ends at the next intersection with
this radial line. Since sectors are of fixed length, the radial line may intersect the body of a sector.
1 provided all the seeks we in one direction, either into the centre or out to the disk edge.
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3. Exact Solutions
Calculating the exact solution for the expected number of spans when the span size is equal to one track is fast
to compute. When the span size exceeds one track the situation becomes more complex as the possibility of spans
covering tracks with different capacities must be addressed. This makes the computation much more expensive.
3.1. Span Size Equal to One Track
When the size of a span is restricted to one track, as is the case when the access mechanism is not equipped
with a mirror, we get the following expression for the exact number of spans expected to be required to access a
number of (non-crossing) objects. Let R be the number of equal track capacity segments in the file and let i,- be the
number of tracks in segment i. let M be the object capacity of the file and let rct- be the object capacity of tracks in
segment i. Let N be the number of objects selected and
Then the expected retrieval cost is given by:
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The division in the above expression gives the probability of one of the tracks in the i ’th segment not contain
ing any of the objects selected for retrieval, subtracting this from 1 gives the probability of one track in segment i
containing at least one object and requiring a span (of size one track) to retrieve it. We multiply this probability by
the number of tracks in the i ’th segment to get the number of spans required to retrieve objects from it, and sum
over the number of segments in the file for the final result.
3.2. Span Size of Greater Than One Track
Span sizes of more than one track introduce the possibility of having variable capacity tracks within a span,
requiring more involved analysis to compute an exact result.
For each of the possible numbers of spans that could be used to retrieve a given number of objects for a file,
we determine the probabilities of each being required. This probability is determined by computing the number of
object arrangements a number of spans could retrieve and dividing by the total number of object arrangements possi
ble in the file.
Let T be the number of tracks in the file, N the number of objects to be retrieved and M the maximum
number of objects in the file. Let Q be the_number of tracks in a span (the span size), K the number number of
spans being used to retrieve the objects and K the expected number of spans (the retrieval cost).
Then the exact result is given by:
arrange( l,N ,T ,K )
/ \
M
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K

In this formula, arrange(i,n,t,k) is the number of object arrangements of n objects that can be retrieved by k
spans from the t tracks that begin at track i.
The main component of this process js the determination of the number of object arrangements that a given
number of spans can be used to retrieve. This problem is different for non-crossing and crossing objects, as the
existence of crossing objects requires the possibility of a span boundary falling on the sector boundary crossed by an
object, requiring a second span to completely retrieve the object.
3.2.1. Non-Crossing Objects
For non-crossing objects arrange is given recursively in the following expression. Let N t; be the object capa
city of track i and N sj, the object capacity of the span anchored at track i . Then:
a r r a n g e { i ,n ,t ,k) = 0, if n = 0,
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arrange (i ,n ,t ,k) = arrange(t + l,n ,t—l,k) +
min(ntNBj)

X) arrange (i+Q ,n—l,t—Q ,k—l)

Where
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/ - is the number of retrieved objects from this span.
j - is the index position of the one object that must be retrieved from first track of the span.
The first term of arrange counts the number of arrangements which do not have objects located in track i
that can be retrieved using the same number of spans.
The second term counts the number of arrangements that can be retrieved with the given number of spans
that have objects located in track i. The first summation computes the number of object arrangements in the file for
each of the different possible numbers of objects l in the first span. For a given value of l , the second summation in
the term calculates the number of their arrangements within the sectors of the span that have at least one object in
the first track.
3.2.2. C rossing O bjects

Calculating arrange for crossing objects, we must account for the possibility of an object extending past the
bounds of a span by crossing the boundary of the last sector in that span and requiring a second span to completely
cover it. This makes the calculation of arrange much more complex although its expression is similar to that for
Non-crossing objects. It is omitted for brevity.
4. A pproxim ate Solutions

Although CLV disks are complex to analyze exactly, they are not so different from CAV type disks that one
can rule out the success of extending the approximations valid for CAV disk to the CLV case. The rate at which
track capacity increases in CLV disks is very slight, requiring, for example, some 1400 tracks on a CD-ROM disk to
increase the capacity by one sector. This leads one to suspect that for objects with sizes that are considerably
smaller than the capacity of a track, such as non-crossing and crossing objects, the results for both types of disks
might be fairly close. We examine this possibility in the next section.
4.1. A verage C A V A pproxim ation

We can compute upper and lower bounds on the approximate solution to the expected number of spans
required to cover a given number of objects on a CLV disk by computing two corresponding CAV solutions, one for a
CAV disk with the same track capacity as the minimum found on the CLV disk and one for a CAV disk with the
maximum found on the CLV disk. For the upper bound, no CLV solution would require a larger number of spans
since the generally larger capacity spans on the CLV disk would cover more objects so fewer would be required.
Similarly, for the lower bound the generally lower capacity spans on the CLV disk would cover fewer objects so more
would be required.
Computing the upper and lower bounds for the case of small objects and 10 tracks per span, we find that our
suspicions about the closeness of the CLV and CAV solutions was justified. For a CLV disk with a minimum track
capacity of 9 sectors and a maximum capacity of 23 sectors (typical values for CD-ROM), an upper bound is the CAV
solution for a disk with uniform track capacity of 8 sectors and a lower bound is the CAV solution for 24 sectors2.
What this shows is that if we use any value of track capacity (the average being a good choice) between the
minimum and maximum track capacities of a CLV disk to produce a corresponding CAV solution, we can expect it to
be very close to the desired CLV solution.
4.2. M ultiple C A V A pproxim ation

An alternate method of calculating the expected number of spans is to use the expected distributions of objects
to the equal track capacity segments of the file and calculate the CAV solution for each, summing the solution to
produce the final result.
For R segments, let K{ be the expected number of spans for subsegment i , and AT,- be the expected number of
objects that fall in subsegment i, then this is expressed as:
2 these values are actually one more and one less than the maximum and minimum track capacities, producing even more extreme
bounds.
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If each partition has a constant number of objects per track the expected number of spans required for retriev
ing N objects is:
£ P ( t/) ¿ K i(U ) + AS {U)
u
i =1
Where Ki{U) is the expected spans completely contained within segment i, and Afl((7) is a correction term that
represents the expected number of spans selected that cross segment boundaries.
5.2. A pproxim ate Solutions for Large O bjects

An approximate solution can be derived using the model for the exact one presented above. The computation
cost can be adjusted by using less than the maximum number of segments and calculating the CAV solutions for each
using the average of the track capacities in the segments. This approach allows one to trade-off accuracy and com
putation cost. The greater the resolution of the approximation (i.e. the number of segments) the greater is the accu
racy of the result, but also greater is the number of computations required to produce it. In the limit the calculation
of the retrieval cost is exact because the track capacities used will be the actual capacities of the tracks, not an aver
age. This makes the method intuitively very satisfactory.
The approximation is calculated by combining the results for each of the possible distributions of the objects
to the segments weighted by the probability of the distribution occurring.
An approximation of the expected cost then, for the case of large objects and for a resolution level having R seg
ments, is given by:
Y , P ( U ) t Ki(U)
u
*=i
Where
K i ( U ) = K e- N { + S ( N {, T - { N i - K e- Q), olengthi —(Q - K ,• tlengthi))
is the number of spans required for the i ’th partition given the distribution U.
and
olengthi
K.
Q ■ tlengthi
tlengthi
olengthi = objectsize + ---------n
S(n,t,l)
N*v$pan
— (n - 1)
N file

Where K e is the number of spans that are completely occupied by an object in the i ’th partition and olengthi
is the effective size of the object. Half the length of one track is added to the object size to account, for the fact that
on average an object will start half way into the first track of the first span and so will extend that much farther into
the file from the very beginning of the first span. N span is the number of objects that can be retrieved by one span
(a function of t and l) and N¡ue is the total number of objects that the file can contain. Finally, Ay is the number
of objects distributed to the i ’th partition.
The first summation in the approximation adds the expected retrieval costs for each possible distribution U of
objects to the segments of the file weighted by the probability of the distribution occurring. The second summation
adds the individual costs expected for each partition given a distribution of objects U .
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5.3. Multiple CAV Approximation for Large Objects
The usefulness of the multiple CAV approximation becomes apparent when employed to approximate the
retrieval cost for large objects. Its application is identical to that presented above for non-crossing and crossing
objects except that the formula used for the expected spans is that for large objects.
6. Fundamental Performance Tradeoffs for CLV disks
The varying track capacity found on CLV disks has some fundamental implications for the placement of data
and the selection of both access methods and file organizations.
8.1. Sequential versus Random Access
If a file is being accessed using a sequential scan the delay in retrieving data is dominated by the transfer time.
This is even more so if the disk has spiral tracks and seeks to the next track are transparent. For such a situation, it
is clear that the retrieval cost in terms of time delay is the same for data located on the inside or outside tracks.
If the disk has concentric tracks (rare for CLV disks) the sequential scan will be less costly on the outside
tracks because fewer seeks will be required. The difference may be marginal because the cost will still be dominated
by the data transfer time. If there is a mirror in the read head of the device, any differences (even for concentric
tracks) may completely disappear.
The situation is slightly different when a file is being accessed randomly. Assuming no problems with the avai
lability of buffer space, we will typically allocate a buffer which is a multiple of the size of a sector. The random
access is then characterized by its track selectivity d, which is the number of tracks with qualifying objects. For sim
plicity and without loss of generality we identify a block with a sector.
Let G be the number of sectors of the file. If the file is allocated in the inside tracks the N sectors will be allo
cated in many different tracks. Therefore, many more moves of the access mechanism may be required for the
retrieval of all the qualifying sectors. Since the seek time dominates by far the data transfer times for the case of
random access, the cost of accessing the data from the outside tracks is less.
The graph in Figure 1 below illustrates the difference in the number of movements of the access mechanism for
equal sized files located on the inner and outer tracks.
The ratio of the costs will depend upon the selectivity of the queries. Note that rotational delays for a single
record access per track will be greater for the file in the outside tracks. At the same time the average distance trav
eled by the access mechanism will be less in the outside tracks. Both factors are less important than the number of
times that the access mechanism moves and their effect tends to cancel out. The above discussion leads us to two
conclusions.
Firstly, the placement of a sequentially accessed file on inside or outside tracks of a CLV disk will not affect
the retrieval performance significantly. However, the opposite is true for randomly accessed files whose choice of
placement on the inside or outside tracks of a CLV disk will significantly affect the retrieval performance of accesses
from those files. In particular placement of the randomly accessed file on the outside tracks of the disk gives better
retrieval performance. As a result files which are accessed randomly should be placed towards the outside tracks of
the CLV disk, while files that are accessed sequentially should be placed in the inside tracks of the disk.
Secondly, between two randomly accessed files of the same characteristics (e g. record lengths, file sizes, selec
tivity of retrievals), the one with the highest frequency of use should be placed on the outer tracks to realize higher
savings in retrieval costs.
These results give us criteria for deciding upon the different tradeoffs of file placement. Let g be the number
of objects (records) per block (sector). Let M be the number of records of the file. Let / be the frequency of queries
on the file (e.g. the number of queries per unit of time). Then the cost of retrieval per unit of time is:
f -tracks (M ,N ,g ,loc)
Where loc is the starting location of the file (track number of the first track, assuming that the most inside track is
track 1), and tracks for the case of span size equal to one track is given in section 3.1. Given two randomly accessed
files, F h characterized by f x, M x, N x, gx, and F2, characterized by / 2, M 2, N 2, g2, and a starting track location
loc to allocate them on a CLV disk, the file Fx should be
allocated before the file F2 if and only if:
f i tracks{M iyN x,gx,loc) + / 2-tracks(M2,N 2,g2,loc2) <
f 2-tracks(M2,N 2,gx,loc) + f 2 tracks(M x,N ug\,loc{)
Where loc2 is the starting location of the second file after the first file has been allocated in the location loc, and loc j
is the starting location of the first file ( F x ) after the second file (F2) has been allocated in the location loc. The
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A p p roxim ate exp ected spans for files
at disk extrem ities
N on-C rossing ob jects
1956 track s, 23 sectors at ou ter edge
5000 track s, 9 sectors at inner edge
10 track s per span

Figure 1.
calculation of locx and loc2 is given by the formula for calculating the spiral track lengths.
7. Conclusion
Our analysis shows the derivations of exact and approximate formulas for the expected number of spans
required to retrieved a given number of objects from files stored on CLV type optical disks. The analytic techniques
developed are needed for a variety of performance studies such as file organizations, query optimization, etc. For the
case of computing the cost of retrieving objects (both non-sector boundary crossing and sector boundary crossing )
that are small compared to the capacity of a span, we have shown that the CAV solution for an equivalent file hav
ing a uniform track capacity equal to the average of the file on the CLV disk is very close. When objects are large in
size compared to the capacity of a span, we have shown that an approach employing multiple CAV solutions and the
expected distribution of objects across the file on the CLV disk produces good results and is fast to compute (our
results have been verified against simulation) [5],
We also discussed some fundamental implications of the nonuniform track capacities characteristic of CLV disk
on the placement of files and showed that, in general, files with the greatest frequency of random accesses should be
located on the outer tracks of the disk. The performance difference of alternative placements was shown to be very
significant for files which are randomly accessed.
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